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When we gather in January for our first meeting 

of 2019, members are asked to bring their best 

three images of 2018. In 2017, Peter Thomas 

offered this colorful image.  It is inspiring to see 

the heights that members reach.  Selecting our 

best also encourages each of us to look critically 

at our work.  Going back through an entire year 

seems to build our skills based on what images 

had lasting appeal. Furthermore, we  get ideas 

from other's best three. It is sure to be an 

enjoyable meeting. 

At our December meeting, Mark Malkin offered an excellent overview of  the workshop he attended in 

Vermont this fall.  On page two you will find some high points, including insights on adapting to 

unexpected conditions.   It was not highly colorful, and Mark adapted well to produce strong images. We 

also shared images that dealt with strong lighting.  This can be a difficult environment that taxes the 

dynamic range of a digital sensor.  You will find some helpful ideas. Thanks to members for sharing. 

Finally, Paul Schmitt introduces a new approach to focus stacking using a video file.  If this is of interest, 

a mini-program about it can be added to a future meeting. 

 

Thursday, January 3 at 7:30 PM 

Cornell Plant Science Building, 

Whetzel Seminar Room (Rm.404) 

 

Vermont Photo Workshop ......... 2 

Dealing with Strong LIght  ........... 5 

Focus Stacking w/ video ............. 9  
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Vermont is famous for 

scenery including 

covered bridges, rugged 

mountains, rural farms, 

summer camps, and 

autumn colors.  Mark 

Malkin joined a small 

group workshop in the 

Green Mountains of 

southern Vermont.  It 

was lead by Lori Diemer.  

See:  

http://www.loridiemer.c

om/ 

Above is the bridge at 

West Dummerston, 

VT.  

Like most of the 

Northeast USA, color 

in Vermont was late 

and subdued.  Mark's 

sharp eyes wisely 

expanded to find 

more intimate 

landscapes, such as a 

portion of an 

abandoned tourist 

cabin. There are a few 

leaves to hint at the 

season. 

 

http://www.loridiemer.com/
http://www.loridiemer.com/
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Mark found a coppery sunrise at Trout Pond.  No color was expected by the viewer when facing the sun. 

 

He also found  golden light on another morning with distant wind turbines lining the brow of the ridge. 
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Looking into the water, he also found color in a mountain stream.   

 

Some color did appear, and 

Mark's eye for composition 

created a visually pleasing result 

that satisfies the viewer's need 

for autumn color.  The railing 

and light create good entry into 

the scene that starts the viewer 

in a path towards middle 

ground and up to the clouds 

and the richest tree colors. 

This is an excellent display of 

good photography under sub-

optimal conditions. 

Mark, thanks for sharing. 
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Just like the headline above, strong light can be a creative challenge to handle.  Let's see a sampling of 

how members interpreted this theme for our December sharing. 

 

 

Brian Chabot found 

strong light in the 

desert southwest.  

Doesn't this just say  

"hot and dry"?  The 

light is very directional 

from the left. The 

nearest cactus has high 

contrast as result.  This 

distant sky underlines 

the conditions too.  

 

 

 

Kathleen Rasmussen offered a milder  setting though still 

in high contrast light.  It is a Red Passion Flower found at 

the Lewis Ginter Garden in Richmond, Virginia.  She 

noted how the strong light focuses the viewer’s eyes just 

where she wanted.  This was because the intense light 

pushed the shutter speed fast enough for this to be sharp 

when hand held. 

This was proving to be a good sharing topic. 
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Eugene Kolomatsky is a new CNP member.  Below is his serendipitous image taken as he was driving 

across the George Washington Bridge facing into the setting sun.  While concentrating on his driving, 

Eugene  held the camera towards the center of the windshield and clicked the shutter without any view 

of the actual view.  Well, it worked pretty nicely.  We can look forward to more interesting pictures.  

 

 

Paul Schmitt was 

facing strong sun- 

light beaming thru 

the trees in the 

Buttermilk Gorge.  

His approach was to 

convert to a high 

contrast black and 

white image, and 

then apply a 

Gaussian blur in 

Photoshop. 
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Muhammad Arif shared a photo of a wintery field 

on Mount Pleasant.   The strong light of the 

crepuscular sun rays seems unable to fight the 

overall darkness of the winter day.  While there 

may have been some subtle colors in the original, 

converting to black and white offers some nice 

creative options for various contrast presets in the 

post processing.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

Peter Thomas continued the trend to use a black 

and white rendition.  It a snowy mountain alpine 

landscape that he found back in 1971.  It reminds 

some of us about the magic of Tri-X film.  It began 

with loading from a bulk roll into a reusable 

cartridge, shooting, and then  developing in our 

basement and printing.  How many recall the magic 

of watching the print appear in the wet tray under a 

red light?   

Peter, thanks for bringing this to remind those of us 

from the ancient league of photographers.   
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Devan Acardo returned us to modern photography.  It is early morning  in the famous Narrows of 

Arches National Park.  (It is early, so the day hikers have not yet roiled the blue stream into a muddy 

brown.)  High contrast?  Absolutely! 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Connie Stirling-Engman found an approachable Marbled Godwit but hard light on a California beach.  A 
polarizer toned down the high contrast and produced a nicely composed portrait .  
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Here is a new way to approach focus stacking that seems to simplify the process. This is an overview, 

and if there is interest, I can step through it at a future meeting using a sample video clip.   

Previously, I had been directed to build a set that stepped through the scene from the nearest focus 

towards the farthest,  using a table of focus distances determined by using Focus Stacker.  The app takes 

input of near and far focus distances plus aperture and lens focal length.  Sometimes it worked and 

sometimes it missed.  It was difficult to get the exact focus distance for each photo in the set.  

Begin with the camera on a tripod (like any focus stacking procedure).  Record a video clip. At first, the 

lens is focused in front of the subject (all blurred).  Start the camera recording video, and manually run 

the lens focus towards infinity slowly.  The target subject begins and ends out of focus, but in the middle 

is a series of in-focus samplings.  Take the video file to processing software.  In my case, I began 

processing in Lightroom.   Typically, video records at around 30 frames per second.  Over a 30 second 

clip, the result is a huge number of still images that have 

overlapping ranges of sharp focus.  I'll only have to pick out a 

relatively small number of frames to build a useful stack. 

Here is my setup.  I used a 35 mm lens on a Fuji XT-1 APS camera 

with tripod.   Exposure was 1/50 second at f/2.  At 30 frames per 

second,  the video shutter is ideally about half of the frame rate.   

Rotate the focus ring gently without moving the camera.  You 

may need to pause in rotating the ring to shift your grip. 

 

At left, I have opened the clip 

and the first frame is shown,  

out of focus as expected.  Below 

the image is the control bar. 

Circled at the left is a slider that 

you use to slide the display thru 

each frame.  I slowly slide along 

to find the first indication of a 

sharp focus.  Now I will select 

that individual image (on the 

next page). 

 

Using Video for Focus Stacking by Paul Schmitt 

SLIDER 
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Click on the circled icon, select the option  "capture frame".    

 

The frame will be saved next to your video file. 

For this clip, I picked out 12 frames seen below.  (Oddly, Lightroom often fails to show them in a time 

sequence.  No matter.) 

 

Once you have stepped through the video clip to the point when you are past sharp focus on the most 

distant part of your subject, it is time to prepare those JPG images for processing.  I take the first frame 

into the Lightroom DEVELOP module and optimize it for exposure and such.  While in DEVELOP,  execute 

a COPY  of your adjustments in the lower left part of the DEVELOP module.  Step through the remaining 

frames executing the PASTE command in the left panel.  All of the frames in your set are now uniformly 

adjusted.  It is time to take your focus stack to PhotoShop. 

1. In LR, select all frames 

2. In LR,    Photo>Edit In> Open As Layers in Photoshop 

3. Once loaded in PS, select all layers 

4. Edit>Auto-Align Layers (Do not check options for vignette and distortion!) 

5. Edit>Auto-Blend Layers  (stack images);  check seamless tones, check content aware fill 

I recorded my video at 1920x1080pixel resolution, so the individual files are small. 

click here 
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Below is the result with the top layer presenting the merged image.  

 

 I next went to Layer>Flatten 

Image and then cropped the 

sides. Here is the result.  

Note it was shot at f/2!    

The end result is ideal for 

sharing on the web.  This 

also builds  familiarity with 

the post-processing steps  in 

smaller files that progress 

quickly.   
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Please Note 
  

Membership is $20 for new and 
existing members. For existing 
members, it is due in September. 
You may pay at our next meeting, 
or, if preferred, you can mail it to 
Nancy Ridenour at 346 Warren 
Road, Ithaca, NY 14850. Thank 
you. 
 

  
Thank you! 
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